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Introduction 
The review team consisted of Professor S. M. MacLeod (McMaster University, Hamilton, 
Canada), Professor R. Owor (Department of Pathology, Makerere University), and Professor J. 
A. Opolot (Taculty of Education, Makerere University). The team was joined by Dr. Y. Berhane 
from the Department of Public Health, University of Addis Ababa as an observer. Extensive 
preparations were made for the evaluation team visit by the staff at the IDRC Nairobi Ofice. We 
are particularly gratefbl to Ms. Jane Ogwapit and to Ms. Sandra Baldwin, the Health Sciences 
Division Director who took time off from her maternity leave to help with preparations for the 
evaluation. In Uganda, excellent arrangements.were made by Mr. B. K. Muwanga, the Faculty 
IDRC Project Administrator, and by Dean Mugerwa of the Faculty of Medicine. Extensive 
written materials were provided by the Education and Research Unit, and we are gratefil to Dr. 
E. Ovuga who was the principal author of most of the relevant documents. When this report is 
finalized, a copy of each of the documents provided to the evaluation team in Kampala will be 
lodged with the IDRC Nairobi Ofice. These documents will be forwarded through IDRC, 
Ottawa. 
Mr. Muwanga, in particular, was exceptionally helpfbl in arranging the logistics of evaluation 
including visits to community centres and interviews with a wide range of staff and students. The 
key individuals interviewed by the evaluation team are listed in appendix 1. The evaluation team 
wishes to extend its thanks to all of those involved in arrangements for our visit, and especially for 
the hospitality and courtesy extended to us during our lengthy assessment procedure. 
The evaluation procedure began with a briefing of Dr. MacLe0d.b~ IDRC Nairobi on April 5th 
and 6th. Subsequently, interviews and discussions were conducted continuously in Kampala 
during the period April 7th through 21st. A de-briefing interview was held in Nairobi on April 
22nd among Dr. E. Rathgeber, Ms. Sandra Baldwin, and Drs. MacLeod and Berhane. 
The Makerere University Faculty of Medicine was established in 1923 and followed the traditional 
medical cumculum. Since 1980, degree courses in Dentistry, Pharmacy, and Nursing have been 
added to the Faculty so that it has become, in effect, a Faculty of Health Sciences. The Health 
Sciences Education Rehabilitation Program originated with the declaration of Alma Ata, and the 
growing commitment of many medical schools, including Makerere University Faculty of 
Medicine in the early 1980s, to a primary health care orientation in their educational programs. 
During the period beginning in 1982, cumculum revision was actively discussed at Makerere 
under the leadership of then dean Professor Owor, and a cumculum committee which met once a 
term. The curriculum revision process was supported in the period 1982 through 1988 by 
AMREF and UNICEF. The work of that period culminated in a cumculum workshop held at 
Jinja in 1988. By that time, the details of a new community-oriented cumculum had been 
outlined and work was well advanced on a plan for reorientation of the undergraduate medical 
program at Makerere. The support from IDRC in 1989 provided the means for implementation of 
the new cumculum. The following evaluation is concerned with the evolution of the new 
curriculum in the period 1989 to the present. The evaluation team followed as much as possible 
the guidelines provided by IDRC with respect to Institution, Institutional Motivation, 
Environment, Performance, Governance and Capacity.. Specifically, we attempted to address 
three major areas of interest to IDRC in relationship to sponsorship of the Health Sciences 
Education Rehabilitation Program: 
The cumculum itself and its current state of implementation. 
The role of the Education and Research Unit (ERU) in support of education and research 
at Makerere University. 
The impact of the Health Sciences Education Rehabilitation project on re-orientation of 
the educational program. 
The Institution 
The Makerere University Faculty of Medicine is defined by a number of internal and external 
/ j  relationships including those with the Ministry of Health, with Mulago Hospital, and with the 
parent university. 
The relationship with the Ministry of Health is critically important to the Faculty of Medicine and 
has steadily improved during a period of intense review of the Ugandan National Health System 
and resetting of priorities. There are numerous examples of Ministry of Health employees who 
play key roles in advising the Faculty on government priorities. Drs. Kadama, Oketcho-Okoth 
and Kihumuro-Apuuli have been particularly prominent, but there are many others. Ministry of 
Health physicians also participate actively in several of the clinical teaching responsibilities of the 
Faculty of Medicine. Makerere University Faculty of Medicine must play an essential role in 
providing support to the Ugandan national health strategy, and particularly in support of the 
developing primary health care orientation and the coordination and conduct of research 
necessary to support restructuring of the health care system. There is ample evidence that the 
Ministry and the Faculty recognize their important complementary relationship, although 
communications are not always as direct as they should.be. The current Minister of Health, Dr. 
James Makumbi, has been unfailingly supportive of the Faculty's efforts at rehabilitation. 
The Faculty also has a very close working relationship with Mulago Hospital with which it shares 
an educational environment. The main teachers of the Faculty of Medicine are also the leading 
physicians of Mulago Hospital in most cases, and the relationship appears to be an open and 
substantial one. The hospital director, Dr. L. Kaggwa, indicated his desire to streamline all 
relationships with the Faculty including the elimination of redundant committee structures. He 
also expressed a strong desire to work with the University in developing community outreach 
programs in both urban and rural health centres. Preliminary work has already been done with the 
Kawempe Health Centre, and this might serve as a good model for fbture interactions. Such a 
development would be highly complementary to the Faculty's need for more community-based 
teaching sites. 
The Faculty's relationship with Makerere University is also very important. The Faculty of 
Medicine is the largest and most complex Faculty in the University, and the vice-chancellor, Dr. P. 
Ssebuwuh has indicated a strong interest in the Faculty's programs since his appointment in 
autumn 1993. He met with the evaluation team and emphasized his commitment to supporting 
the Dean's ofice in their efforts to strengthen the new community-oriented curriculum. In some 
cases, the rules and structures of the University have hindered the evolution of the Faculty of 
Medicine, but it was our impression that the vice-chancellor would be willing to discuss areas of 
concern with the Faculty, and to lay before Senate some suggestions for streamlining of 
procedures. In particular, the evaluation team was concerned about the lack of flexibility in 
Makerere University appointments which do not permit joint appointments or division of 
responsibility between different departments. This relatively rigid structure tends to hinder the 
development of research and to impede interdisciplinary educational initiatives. 
In general, the relationship between faculty members and the University seems positive. Although 
there was a strike in February 1994 by faculty lecturers, it was settled very quickly (within two 
weeks) with a spirit of compromise by the University administration being much in evidence. In 
essence, there was a blending of faculty salary and supplementary allowances to increase total 
income for purposes of pension calculation. The total arrived at was then increased by 100% to 
yield a current salary which is still considered inadequate but greatly improved. The faculty 
members appear to be appreciative of the efforts made on their behalf by the University 
administration. 
Institutional Motivation 
We attempted to apply the framework for institutional evaluation that has been developed by 
IDRC to the Makerere University Faculty of Medicine although some of the questions raised are 
outside our current mandate. The framework is also difficult to apply to an institution such as 
Makerere which is heavily influenced by its external environment and therefore not fblly 
autonomous. Nonetheless, we did estimate institutional motivation to be relatively weighted 
toward innovation. The level of entrepreneurial activity in the Faculty is limited with the result 
that actions taken tend to be reactive. The research directions of the Faculty are very heavily 
weighted toward the applied end of the spectrum and, in our judgement, the institution is 
controlled by its environment rather than exerting independent control. 
Institutional Environment 
As noted above, the institution's external environment is defined largely by its network of 
relationships. There are, however, some obvious features of the internal environment that have 
changed since implementation of the JDRC project in 1989. Security in Uganda has continued to 
improve, and this has made the free movement of teachers and students much easier. There has 
been significant improvement in the facilities of the University and Faculty of Medicine during this 
period supported, for the most part, by donor agencies. Dramatic improvements have been made 
in the physical structure of Mulago Hospital, particularly with support from the World Bank First 
Health Project and from the Atiican Development Bank. Although the supply of vehicles for 
support of educational programs has improved, most departments do not have access to a vehicle 
directly under their control. Again, although the Dean's office has vehicles provided by IDRC and 
the World Health Organization, these are not adequate for such a large Faculty. Other kinds of 
equipment are stilb in short supply, and this is particularly lamentable where learning resources are 
concerned. Students are not provided with sufficient access to laboratory supplies, books, 
journals, or computers to support their education. 
There is a new spirit of openness evident at the Faculty of Medicine. This is most apparent in the 
active involvement of students in planning of their curriculum and related educational experiences. 
There has also been a very dramatic move to involve local government in the planning of 
community health centre use for teaching purposes. This was brought home to us dramatically in 
a visit to the Buikwe Community Health Centre where the local management committee was most 
forthright in describing the advantages and disadvantages of student involvement in their 
community (appendix 3). 
As noted above, the University environment seems receptive to innovation in medical education. 
There is a feeling of stability and collegiality among University faculty members. Interactions with 
their government counterparts appear positive. 
Problems in the institutional environment are related primarily to the availability of resources. 
There are numerous unfilled posts in the Faculty of Medicine (see attached staff list and 
estimation of unfilled posts, appendix 2). The attractions of a university post are limited at a time 
when, in spite of recent salary adjustments, university wages are not sufficient to support a fimily. 
As a result, many faculty are diverted from their academic responsibilities by the necessity of 
earning outside income. 
Institutional Performance 
The Faculty of Medicine has operated consistently throughout the current grant period. Student 
satisfaction with the educational program is moderate, although there are numerous suggestions 
for improvements that could be made particularly with respect to the availability of learning 
resources, materials, and supplies. The students are also critical of laxity in the institution's 
insistence that teaching faculty hlfil all of their teaching responsibilities. In the view of the 
evaluation team, it is an inescapable conclusion that the major constraint on institutional 
performance relates to the shortage of sufficient financial resources to support the medical school 
program. This is being slowly corrected, but much room for improvement remains. 
Facultv Governance 
The Faculty of Medicine has clearly experienced some difficulty in coordinating its various 
activities and in implementing the new cumculum. In particular, it has proven difficult to 
integrate some of the proposed educational activities across departmental lines. It was apparent 
to the evaluation team that the curriculum coordinator, who was appointed as head of the 
Education and Research Unit (ERU) with responsibility for implementation of the new 
cumculum, lacked the necessary authority to assure optimal fbnctioning of the educational 
program. The department chairmen appeared, in many cases, to be sceptical about the role of the 
Education and Research Unit. The Faculty Board which should have supported the decisions 
made by the ERU as an extension of the Dean's ofice sometimes opposed those actions, and the 
Dean and the Associate Dean failed to make it clear that the ERU was acting on their behalf 
The Dean's position in the current structure is relatively weak and his authority is compromised to 
some degree by his elected status (four-year term). While Dean Mugerwa is clearly well liked and 
respected by'his faculty members, that does not always mean that they respond to the authority of 
his office. 
The Faculty appears to enjoy considerable independence in its relationship with the University. 
The University Senate has been supportive of curriculum revisions within the Faculty and of the 
development of new curricula such as that for the BScN and MPH Programs. The concerns of 
the Faculty of Medicine seem to be adequately heard at the university level. 
Institutional Capacity 
The Institution appears to have appropriate capacity for further evolution. There are adequate 
posts in the Faculty, although many of these remain unfilled (appendix 2). If salary resources 
were adequate to attract faculty members to all of these positions, the staff complement should be 
sufficient. There is continuing need for upgrading of facilities, equipment, and supplies, 
particularly for support of the growing research capacity in the institution. The provision, for 
example, of a vehicle for support of community-based research activities would be beneficial and 
would strengthen the community orientation as a foundation of the educational program. 
The Curriculum 
There are a number of positive elements in the curriculum introduced in 1989. It is a very 
innovative document with a modem outlook which is highly congruent with the declared National 
Health Policy of Uganda. Its philosophy is in keeping with international trends of the past fifteen 
years toward increasing community orientation in medical education with an emphasis on primary 
health care and on independent learning models. The cumculum is comprehensive in its 
approach. It is well written and its learning objectives are very clear. It is evident that the 
philosophy of the cumculum has gained a high level of acceptance by students, by community 
members, by policy makers, and by some international agencies including the W%orld Health 
Organization and UNICEF. The cumculum has helped the Faculty to attract outside support for 
education fiom other agencies in addition to IDRC. Particularly prominent supporters have 
included WHO, UNICEF, AMREF, The Rockefeller Foundation, and the Carnegie Foundation. 
The curriculum places a laudable emphasis on acquisition of practical skills including basic skills in 
research methodology. It features early involvement of students in the community. Student 
participation and initiative are encouraged by the curriculum, and it has resulted in increasingly 
open communications between students and staff. 
There are, however, also several negative features of cumculum implementation that were 
apparent to the review team. The communication of the philosophy underlying the new 
curriculum and the preparation of faculty members for implementation was generally inadequate. 
Although there was an interactive process leading to the announcement of the new cumculum, 
much of this seems to have been forgotten by faculty and there is a feeling that it was imposed 
from the top. The curriculum, as described, is costly, particularly for support of the community 
participation components, and apart fiom the IDRC project itself, there were inadequate 
resources available to the Faculty to support these changes. There were, firtherrnore, inadequate 
faculty numbers to support some of the innovative aspects of the new curriculum. Of particular 
concern is the lack of Faculty teaching resources for courses such as Sociology and Microbiology. 
The scarce learning resources available for support of the cumculum represent an ongoing 
problem. The library is inadequate and there are insufficient materials and supplies for laboratory 
courses. The state of physical repair of the lecture facilities is unacceptable by modern standards. 
The implementation of the new curriculum has been impeded by frank resistance from some 
faculty members, particularly some senior members of clinical departments. The administration of 
the program from the Dean's office and the ERU has been inconsistent at times, and there have 
been frequent irregularities in timetabling. 
The community experience of the students was compromised from the beginning because the 
community sites available were insufficient. It was evident early on that Buikwe would not suffice 
as a single site, and yet other available sites (e.g. Kasangati, Mpigi, Kiyeyi) have not been used. 
The effort to identify appropriate community teaching sites within reach of public transport has 
not yet been made. The availability of supplies and equipment at rhe B u b e  site has been 
inconsistent. 
Appendix 4 was given to the evaluation team in the course of a visit to the Mpererwe Health 
Centre. This Centre has been developing rapidly with exemplary cooperation of the Faculty and 
the community. The medical students have been actively involved in the baseline survey of health 
status and priority needs as participants in the University Partnerships program sponsored in part 
by IDRC. The professor of anatomy, Dr. S. Luboga, has shown the benefits of academic 
involvement in this community program. The evaluation team felt that it was a model of what 
might be achieved in other similar settings close to Kampala once commitment to the community- 
oriented cumculum is bolstered. 
Overall, the review team concluded that the Faculty has adopted the right cumculum for the 
1990s, but has made several errors in the implementation of the cumculum. The Faculty reaction 
to the curriculum and to the process followed in its implementation was surveyed by a 
questionnaire, and this is presented as appendix 5. 
In the course of faculty interviews, it became apparent that there were divergent views on the 
cumculum and its implementation. Direct feedback was sought through a questionnaire prepared 
by the evaluation team and circulated to all faculty members likely to be present in Kampala on 
Monday, April 18th. Despite a requirement for return within forty-eight hours, fifty responses 
were received representing approximately 65% of all those who had the opportunity to reply. 
Replies indicate that a significant proportion of faculty members (56%) are not comfortable with 
their understanding of new curriculum objectives. Only a small minority (12%) feel that the ERU 
should take on a major role in coordinating the new curriculum. There is substantial support for 
the view that the Institute of Public Health should lead the process of coordination of community- 
oriented aspects in the new curriculum (50%). 
Importantly, 72% of respondents supported the view that all departments should participate in 
community-oriented teaching. Only a minority (16%) saw the role of ERU as being 
important. 
There is a disturbingly prevalent view that students performed better in senior rotation after 
experiencing the old curriculum, and that the new curriculum has weakened the educational 
system (68%). Since the evaluation team felt that the new cumculum had been only partly 
implemented, these views were not seen as justified; however, the need for strong support to 
further implementation efforts is entirely apparent. 
While 64% of respondents feel that "major" revision to the cumculum is required, the evaluation 
team believes that much of the concern relates to cumculum structure and timetable rather than to 
educational philosophy. There appears to be general support for community-based learning and 
this will be evident if communications, resource allocation, and faculty preparation can be 
improved. 
Some of the logistical issues associated with the introduction of the new community-oriented 
curriculum were reviewed by Okello .et a1 in 1993, and their views and suggested solutions are 
included as appendix 6 to this report. 
The Education Infrastructure 
The education infrastructure is influenced by the relationship between departments and the 
Faculty as discussed briefly above. The departments remain relatively autonomous within the 
Makerere structure, and they make decisions based on departmental considerations alone in many 
cases. Given the fact that the departments are often understaffed, it is not surprising that they are 
limited in their willingness to share resources ranging from microscopes to vehicies. The Faculty 
Board has not been willing to assert its responsibility for coordination of departmental activities, 
and has been equally unwilling to delegate that responsibility to the ERU andlor the curriculum 
coordinator. This reluctance on the part of Faculty Board must be overcome if the School's 
educational program is to prosper. 
The Education and Research Unit (ERU) 
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?.A The ERU was established with the support of this project grant. Faculty reaction to the ERU is 
mixed as highlighted in the questionnaire results (appendix 5). There is a clear sense on the part 
of many faculty that ERU membership was not based on clear and open criteria. Many feel that 
the Unit had a "hidden agenda". It is not perceived to have been created merely as an extension 
of the Dean's office. The overall mandate of the ERU was unclear to many faculty members. 
The ERU itself, consciously or unconsciously, concentrated on educational matters. Only limited 
attention was paid to research, particularly in the area of skills development. An appropriate slate 
of subcommittees was created but these did not, in several cases, become effective. The ERU 
clearly had a responsibility for enhancement of the Medical Illustration Department, but maximum 
use of the department was not made and its use by other faculty members has not been hlly 
promoted. The director of the Medical Illustration Department estimates that there is still 50% 
unused capacity in his department. 
The individuals in the ERU suffered from inadequate definition of their roles and responsibilities. 
This has been particularly a problem at times for the Faculty Project Administrator who has been 
asked to make decisions that go beyond his managerial mandate, including performance of duties 
of a Faculty Administrator. The Dean, Associate Dean, and Curriculum Coordinator should have 
made a greater effort to define the role of the ERU and its support staff. Their failure to do so 
has exposed the ERU to some hostility, and it has become contentious rather than supportive to 
the overall Faculty mission. 
The ERU and Im~lementation of  the Communitv Clerkship 
There have been problems from the outset with the community clerkship. Because it was 
introduced at the beginning of the third medical year, some students were sent to the community 
before they had any direct clinical experience in traditional disciplines. The timing of community 
clerkship rotations has been inconsistent ranging from a low of eleven days to a high of five 
weeks. The accommodation provided in Buikwe has been poor, and the students complain of 
poor food quality and some difficulty in obtaining appropriate supplies from the local landlord. 
The fifty bicycles that were provided for student use by this project have not always been kept in 
good repair and there are often inadequate working bicycles available to the students to allow 
home visiting. 
The program has failed to assure adequate staff supervision for students in the field. The logistics 
of arranging transport for staff who were visiting the Buikwe site on a daily basis has been 
difficult at times. . 
The ERU did not act effectively to resolve questions arising about a possible faculty honorarium 
in support of days spent in Buikwe. All faculty interviewed complained that they received only 
2500 shillings for a day spent at Buikwe. This is really the University allowance for lunch and 
was considered inadequate remuneration for the inconvenience and time expenditure involved. 
The ERU apparently voted eventually to provide an additional 2000 shilling supplement, but this 
does not appear to have been given to any of the faculty members interviewed. 
The review team was also concerned about the environment for learning in Buikwe. There were 
inadequate laboratory materials, supplies, and equipment. Books were not available and, in fact, 
no study space with adequate lighting was provided for the students. 
One particular concern of the review team relates to the misuse of equipment that was purchased 
under this project in 1990 for use at the Wakiso Health Centre. That Centre became non- 
operational and unusable for educational purposes. The equipment, worth at least $8000 (US), 
was simply stored rather than being transferred to Buikwe where there were obvious needs. 
In summary, the review team concluded, with regret, that the community clerkship as presently 
established, has not been successfbl. The ERU has failed to correct obvious deficiencies or to find 
external solutions to the problems that have been identified. It was our feeling that adequate 
resources were available within this project to provide a supplementary allowance to faculty 
members attending at Buikwe provided that they rendered a good service to the students. A 
stipend in the order of 20,000 shillings per teaching day would have been appropriate. 
learn in^ Resources 
The evaluation team was concerned that the learning resources available to Makerere students are 
insufficient. The library has continuing problems with understaffing and underfunding. Although 
resources were available within this project for the acquisition of books and journals, it appears 
that less than one-quarter of the available resource has been used. The Medical'Illustration 
Department has been well fbnded but has been underutilized by staff and students. The 
availability of HealihNet in the Faculty has not been widely publicized to staff or students, and 
consequently the Faculty has failed to capitalize sufficiently on this important resource. The 
review team endorses the commitment of IDRC and the Faculty to develop a Publication and 
Information centre as a way of assuring the flow of written learning materials to students. 
Although this development is clearly critical, the ERU and the Dean's office have not moved 
ahead quickly enough with implementation. 
Research Infrastructure 
There is a strong embryonic research program at Makerere University. We are told that the level 
of research activity is increasing annually, and the pattern of development over the past five years 
is currently being analyzed by Dr. David Okello of the CEU. It is particularly encouraging to note 
the success of programmatic research at Makerere, particularly in the Child Health and 
Development Centre, the Institute of Public Health, the Clinical Epidemiology Unit, the Human 
Reproduction Research Unit, and the Uganda Cancer Institute. 
The full development of research activity has been impeded by the lack of a coordinating national 
health research policy or body, and the lack of a designated research coordinator at the Faculty 
j - '  level. The ERU failed to actively assume this role, andthas not sought outside funding for support 
of research infrastructure. 
The ERU is, however, commended for its success in staging three workshops In research 
methodology with the cooperation of the CEU. These workshops have clearly increased interest 
in research, but there are limited tangible results to date. 
At an undergraduate level, it is clear that the importance of research is recognized in the new 
cumculum; however, the course in research methodology in Year I has been inconsistent, and 
there is some dispute about division of responsibility between the CEU and the IPH. While there 
is dramatic interest on the part of students in research involvement, particularly at a community 
level, this has not been specifically encouraged by the Faculty and no fbnds have yet been 
identified or attracted from outside donors for this purpose. We were told, however, that 
Rockefeller Foundation fbnding for an initial program is imminent. For optimal student 
involvement, it is clear that more research-relevant equipment is also needed, especially laboratory 
supplies, computers, and perhaps transport to facilitate community research. 
Research on the part of postgraduate trainees has been encouraged by the current project, in 
particular through provision of computer facilities in the ERU that have been used by those 
preparing their M.Med, theses. This has been a very positive outcome of the ERU presence. 
It was clear to the evaluation team that there is some redundancy among committees responsible 
for research, and we believe this could be solved through better research coordination and the 
appointment of an Associate Dean responsible for Research. 
Several faculty indicated dissatisfaction with the Faculty's inability to protect time for research 
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involvement. We believe that this could be achieved through strong research coordination and 
specific delineation of expected faculty responsibilities in research. It is equally important that 
time be protected for postgraduate trainees who are expected to conduct research as part of their 
program in preparation for submission of an M.Med. thesis. We were told that these students 
often find it difficult to secure research time free of service responsibilities. 
Proiect Mana~ement 
The role of the ERU and the Dean's office in management of this project has been described 
above under education and research infrastructure. The evaluation team was also concerned with 
the role played by IDRC in this project. In our view, continuity has suffered because of past 
uncertainties about the fbture of the Nairobi office, and because of changes in personnel. It 
appears that there was no individual at IDRC who was consistently informed about this project 
during its lifetime, and this lack of continuity has compromised success. There has been 
inconsistent follow-up about some of the line items approved in the original budget, and there has 
been a failure to fblly advise Makerere about their opportunities within the original project plan. 
For example, no regular statement of account has been made to Makerere about unspent balance 
remaining for those budget items that were under Centre control. 
When requests were made by the Faculty for acquisition of materials and supplies for the Medical 
illustration Department, or for books for the library, there appears to have been inconsistent 
follow-up by IDRC and poor communication. There was, for example, some confusion about the 
ordering of bicycles for the community project, and a mistake was made in the number of 
computers ordered for the Dean's office. While all of these problems may eventually be sorted 
out, they have blunted the impact of the project in the critical area of learning resource 
acquisition. 
In the view of the evaluation team, IDRC should have provided stronger technical support to the 
Faculty of Medicine around curriculum implementation and some related matters, such as the 
securing of consultation concerning the development of a Publication and Information Centre. 
I m ~ s c t  of Proiect 
It is our unanimous conclusion that in spite of the limitations noted above, the project has 
had a positive impact. Most notable is the increased openness in the relationship between 
students and faculty. Student initiative has been greatly encouraged, and they have 
become much more outspoken about the merits and demerits of their educational 
program. For example, see the baseline survey of health needs in Mpererwe (appendix 4) 
and the survey of graduating class attitudes included as appendix 7. 
The full implementation of the new community-oriented curriculum would have been 
impossible, in our view, without the support provided by IDRC to the Dean's office. 
Outcomes in community involvement have been highly positive. In particular, the 
increased contact of faculty and students through the Buikwe program have been 
beneficial. 
Because of the core support provided by IDRC to the Faculty, the Dean's ofice, and 
various departments, research programs have been successfirl in obtaining outside support 
fiom a variety of agencies including: 
- Rockefeller Foundation 
- Carnegie Foundation 
- UNICEF 
- SIDA 
- D ANIDA 
- WHO 
The evaluation team felt strongly that future opportunities for the development of 
community-based teaching health centres should be explored with some urgency drawing 
heavily on the experience to date. 
The relationship of the Faculty of Medicine with the government and the Ministry of 
Health was greatly strengthened because of the demonstrable relevance of the new 
curriculum. This change in the undergraduate program has also positioned the Faculty 
well to participate in future planning of the Ugandan health system. They are particularly 
well attuned to the primary health care orientation which features heavily in the Second 
Health Project currently being finalized with the World Bank. Furthermore, the Faculty's 
experience with community teaching sites, such as Kasangati and Buikwe, places them in a 
good position to plan for a next generation of community teaching health centres. The 
current project has provided the foundation upon which application can be made for 
capital spending in support of necessary infrastructure for hture community-based 
teaching in medicine and in other health professional disciplines. 
The new curriculum was designed to produce doctors equipped to meet hture health 
service needs in Uganda but there is reason to doubt that this can be achieved unless: 
- more complete implementation of the new curriculum is achieved 
- better integration of basic science, clinical science, and community health 
education proves possible 
- career opportunities for Ugandan graduates are improved 
The importance of the last point is underscored by the survey of 1994 graduates given to us by A. 
Kiberu and included here as appendix 7. 
Sustainabilitv of the Proiect 
In the view of the evaluation team, the community-oriented curriculum has not yet achieved a 
position of sustainability . There are pressing issues of cumculum leadership, faculty preparation, 
and communications which must be addressed. There are inadequate jlnds available within the 
Makerere University system to support an extensive community-based experience in 
undergraduate medical education, let alone in other health professional disciplines. As noted 
elsewhere, there is an urgent need for diversification in the range of community-based educational 
sites available. The current costs associated with transport of faculty to Buikwe, and 
accommodation of students in that site cannot be sustained and more cost-effective alternatives 
must be sought including the use of community health centres within range of public 
transportation. The extreme shortage of learning resources, laboratory supplies, and teaching 
materials in community settings must be addressed if the community orientation of the cumculum 
is to be maintained. Conjoint planning is required between Makerere University and the Ugandan 
Ministries of Health and Education in order to identi@ jlture jlnding sources sufficient for 
maintenance of a community-based program. It was the view of the evaluation team that 
sustainability of the current program could not be achieved before 1999. Beyond that time, 
sustainability is possible given continued political security and a reasonable rate of growth in the 
Ugandan economy. 
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FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Reconfirm a faculty-wide commitment to community orientation in education and research 
programs in keeping with national health policy which emphasizes Primary Health Care and 
with international trend. 
2. Develop administrative mechanisms with accountability to the Dean and Faculty Board 
sufficient to assure implementation of the agreed cumculum and to maximize integration of 
education and research across departmental boundaries. 
Faculty Board should begin by taking the lead in assuring wide dissemination of the curriculum 
by: 
distributing copies of the document to all interested teachers and students as soon as 
possible. 
conducting small and large discussion groups including at least one general faculty 
meeting. 
improving communications about educational issues including publication of an 
education newsletter at least quarterly until the cumculum is stabilized. 
distributing this evaluation report widely as a starting point for discussion. 
3 .  Restructure the Dean's office so that responsibility for education and research is vested in 2 
separate units each headed by an Associate Dean with direct accountability to the Dean and the 
Faculty Board. The Education and Research Unit (ERU) in its present form should be 
disbanded and personnel redistributed to serve the two Associate Deans with clear job 
descriptions and well-defined accountability. 
4. Define roles and responsibilities of the Associate Dean (Education) to include, at least, the 
following: 
implementation and monitoring of the curriculum 
chairmanship of an Education Committee 
faculty development re teaching 
monitoring of all final examinations re form and content 
maintenance and analysis of academic records 
promotion of multi-professionalism (nursing, dentistry, pharmacy, etc.) 
maintenance of adequate learning resources (library, laboratories, equipment, 
computers, medical illustration, etc.) 
liaison with relevant Ministries re health human resource planning and training 
liaison with Mbarara Faculty of Medicine including possible exchanges of staff and 
students. 
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5 .  Define the roles and responsibilities of the Associate Dean (Research) to include, at least, the 
following: 
overall coordination of research within the faculty 
liaison with research programs, e.g. CHDC, HRHU, MPP, UCI, CEU 
chairmanship of a Hospital-Faculty Research Committee 
faculty development re research skills 
encourage student involvement in research 
assistance to all interested parties with proposal development and study design 
advice to investigators seeking research fbnding 
link to university and government research structures 
research resource management (space and equipment) 
6. The Faculty Board should examine a revised approach to the teaching of research and 
laboratory methods. A particular consideration should be given to establishment of a 






7. The curriculum should be reviewed and reorganized before October 1, 1994. No major 
content change should be required but reorganization might attempt the following outcomes: 
Year I - strengthening of community exposure in sociology and psychology 
- improvement of research methodology course 
Year I1 - enhancement of basic science teaching relevant to community priorities 
Year 111 - consolidation of the junior clerkship within 4 terms to cover 
medicine/surgerylpaediatrics/ob-gyn. Community experience for 2 
weekslterm in total should be expected 
- the community clerkship would be deferred until year IV 
Year IV - creation of an intermediate clerkship to cover community clerkship, 
public health, and paediatrics in 10 weeks each. Teaching during the 
community clerkship rotation should be coordinated by the Institute of 
Public Health incorporating clinical departments in teaching and 
supervision. 
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Year IV term 4 and Year V 
- a consolidated senior clerkship to include medicine/surgery/ob- 
gynlmedical and surgical specialitieslpsychiatry as depicted in the 
model below 
Figure 1. Model Clerkship Rotation in Year 111, IV and V 




IPH but to involve 
clinical depts. 










OBIGYN YEAR I11 
PSYCH YEAR IV' 
8. The faculty is urged to consider adapting a semester system as a way of increasing flexibility 















OBIGYN & SURG. 
SPEC. 
MED SURG 
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9. A task force should be struck as soon as possible with responsibility to review the community- 
based learning component of the faculty's programs and to develop a strategy for the next 5 
years including: 
suggestions for improvement of the Buikwe site including diagnostic and treatment 
facilities, transport within the district, and accommodation plus teaching space for 
students and supervisors. 
plans for the development of a network of teaching health centres covering rural, 
semirural and urban settings. 
plans to enlist support from MOWMOLG/MOE for a health sciences teaching 
environment in community settings. 
suggestions re cost-effective solutions to transport 
identi@ donor agencies supportive of community-based learning and likely to be 
interested in partnership. 
10. Revise the appointment and promotion systems in order to encourage greater variety in 
individual faculty contributions to education, research and service. 
permit joint appointments 
broaden criteria for promotion beyond publication record 
Dean should be invited to the Appointments Board meetings whenever Faculty of 
Medicine positions are being considered. 
1 1. A full evaluation of the impact of the new curriculum on overall student performance and on 
community health indicators in Buikwe and at other sites should be undertaken and repeated 
serially. A similar evaluation of outcomes at Mbarara University would be of great interest. 
12. While external support will be needed during the next 5 years, the University must plan now 
to assume full responsibility for the sustainability of its health discipline programs. 
APPENDICES 
1) Evaluation Team Interviews 
2) Complement of Academic Staff 
Makerere University, Faculty of Medicine 
3) Report to the Evaluation Team by Management Committee, 
Buikwe Health Centre 
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Medical Student Association (Mr. A. Kiberu) 
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D. Ndugutse (IPH) 
N. Sewankambo (Med) 
D. Okello (Med) 
C. Ndugwa (Peds) 
R. Mugerwa (Med) 
E. Mworozi (Peds) 
E. Baingana Baingi (Microbial) 
J. h b e  Wani (Peds) 
J. Walumbe (Physiol) 
E. Katabira (Med) 
F. Mmiro (Ob-Gyn) 
J. Ssali (Surg) 
G. Rwegellera (Psych:Letter) 
C. Mubiru (Labs) 
J. Jitta (Peds) 
I. Kakande (Surg) 
S. Mbabali (NSG) 
M. Otim (Med) 
S. Luboga (Anatomy) 
J. Mafigiri (Kasangati) 
Mulaao Hos~ital Director L. Kaggwa 
Ministrv of Health P. Kadama , ADMS (Planning) 
V. Oketcho-Okoth, ADMS (Training) . 
J. Kyabagu, First Commissioner (Planning) 
D. Kihumuro Apuuli @MS) 
-y Prof. Y. Begumya, 
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A further 10 students presented to the Evaluation Team at an open meeting. 
DEFARTIIENT AWAESTRESIA 
2 Professors 
! Assoc, Professor 
i Senic: Leciurer 
2 lec turers  
i ,  2:- i Yijunbi 
2 .  i r .  O ~ e i i o  M  





1 Dr, V i Bulruirwa (Head) MBChB,  H,Hed(HUK) 
1 Dr. J Tindinvebua HBChB, II.lea ( M U K )  
Consui tant  
DIPARTHEWT OF ANATOIIY 
Prgfessor 1 Vacant 
Assoc. Professor 1 Vacant 
Senior Lecturers 1 Dr,S Luboga (Aeadl IBChB H.Ked, PhD(HUI1 
2 Vacant 
1. Dr, O l r u ~ u  Achandere KBChB, H,led(WUK) 
2 .  V1crnt 
3 ,  V1crnt 
4 ,  ' 
2 Ass, Lecturers 1, Dr. J Bataringala 
2 Vacant 
Chief Technicians 1, I r a  O Waiga 
2 ,  Hr. D Kiritu 
Lecturer Mr lamoan 11 Cu iz i r l  HBChB, HnSc 
Vi s i t i l g  Professor 1 Proi. A Obuoforibo ( V B O ]  MBBS, PhD[Sheft HNi] 
Teachieg Assistant 1 Hr. G Ziraba B,Sc (ANAT, Z O O )  ions 
DEPbBPHEk'T OF BIOCHEIIETZY 
1, b r ,  ! F Ca:~scc B . S c , l . S c  PhDiP:oteinl Assoc ia te  Frcfessc:  I iiead 
2 ,  5r,  E 1 2 F.tnonje !!.S(..H.Sc.Pt,,B ( k ' j t r i t .  i Associate  Professor  
? * . 2 ,  H a i l ? u a ; ( k r !  b .Sc ,  H.Sc F3,L  ( P a r a s t !  Ass:ciate F:ctesscr 
4 [ ~ r ,  G S binenpa B.Sc, K .Sc . (Cl innBioche l  Sen ior  Lec tu re r  
5 .  Hr. A Ru tesas i ra  B.Sc K.Sc ( C l i n .  Bioctie) Senior  Lec tu re r  
6, I s .  R Baingana B.Sc, M.Sc Lec ture r  
7 .  Hr, K S Hukasa Dip. KLT Chief Technician 
DEPARTMENT OP DEWTISTPY 
1 .  Dr, S Ecec ails (Lond 1 ,  LDSRCS (Eng) Associate  Professor  I Head 
2 ,  Dr, L H Kuuarl PDS, RCPS (Glasgov) 
3, Dr. A Kassam Hohaned 
4. DroA!l H Ramel I b r a h l n  V i s i t i n g  Doctor 
5 ,  Dr, I Okullo BDS 
6 .  Dr. J F ~ g a r a  B D S ,  N D S  A s s i s t a n t  Lec tu re r  
i .  Dr, i 6 K o r u t ~ r 3  Bir S Lec ture r  
t i ,  Dr, B H Nurenga B D S  Graduate Fe l lov  
9. Dr, F Tirwoawe 6DS I I 
1 0 .  Dr, Narapanja BDS P a r t  t i l e  
11, Mr, A Kabunga BDS P a r t  t i r e  Technician 
DEPARTMENT OF E.N,T 
1 .  Ur, E G Hugaddu H B C ~ ~ ,  PCS( SA ) ,  D L O (  R C P ~  J Senior  L e c t u r e r  k Besd 
2 ,  Dr. S M Zara rbs  MBCbB,DLO,H,Hed(PAIS) Lec ture r  
3 ,  Dr. A Y B Turwik i r i ce  MBChB, !,Wed (UUIJ Lec ture r  
4. Dr. R JerDa-Ssanko UBCbB, K.Med I 
UIYISTRY OP BBALTB 
1,  Dr. Yakakande Kjarbadde 
2 .  Dr. Byenkya Atuooki YBChB(Cairo) ENT S p e ( B o n n ) ~ , O ,  Spec ia l  Grade 
3 .  Dr, Bogach P i r s t  C ~ t e g o r y  (USSR) Governlent  Consul tant  
I .  Dr, Tuaveheire G 0 KBChB, K.Ked ( N U K )  Medical O f f i c e r  Spec ia l  'Grade 
. . . -  . , , , >;. . ;, . ... .- , , . .  . . )  / . ,-.. .  . . . . . _ .  - 
.. - . - 8 8 -!, ; - - :? . '  . - - -,!:...< . .  . 
;, L , ! .  , !!:,::.i .:st 
4 .  ilr, L S e r u a x z  
, - .. . . 
:, Lira Y 1: x: : ic5-"d-?  
6 ,  >:. !: Z::rbal::aa:e 
? #  Hr, H Cryera - la icao  
8 .  Dr. Karugisna Aiex 
9 ,  Dr. Bazeyc H 
10,  Dr, Baine 3 S 
11. Dr, O l i c o - O ~ J  
i o  Kr* U Sertimapa 
2 ,  Ur. A K B i v a n ~ ~ s  
1 .  Dr. K A O t ic  
2 ,  Dr. R D Uugerva 
3 .  Dr, N K Sevankarbc 
4 ,  Dr. R U Kanya 
5. Cr. E Tebascbcke E a t a b i r a  
6, Dr, Hagid Kagiru 
1 .  Dr. D Okel lo 
8 ,  Dr. ( IRS) R Hayanja-Kit ta  
9 ,  Dr, 0 J Frees 
10 ,  Hr, B Okee 
U;.;; ~ , ~ ~ f U ' ' i ' l ~  iri;c?,;aiik:2 F;:!, ..-..,- . ,  . . ., , ,  . <. ,..  ,. 
k?(!::# I!;$, bJjcs F:,:, - .  ,:.$s:::i:? t:::?:::. $ c"1: 
hi.'n5, H ? i  ; ~ G ~ C I  be:;":e! 
l!8ih9, !.!fed, IPH m 
H E C h E ,  DPA, MFH * 
H i C h B ,  DPA, H F H  Lec tu re r  
B.Sc, HPH I 
H B C ~ B ,  DPB, H , S C  Lec tu re r  
Sen ior  i e c c u r e r  
Lec tu re r  
HBChB, DPH Masters  in  PAC 
Ianagencnt  Lec tu re r  
Adainis:ra:ive Ass. 
S o c i a l  Vor ie r  
Senior  l ed ica !  i l l u s t r a t c r  
Sen ior  A s s i s t a n t  Medical I l l u s t r a t o r  
DEPARTHENT OF IEDICINB 
HBCh6, K.Hed, PBCP H.D(HiJK) 
HBChB, M.Hed(MUg) 
HBCbB. R.Med, MPB 
IBChB, H.Hed 
lBChB ( H U K ) ,  HRCP 
IBCLB, I , I e d  ( M U K )  
IBChB, I . l e d  (HUI) 
MBCbB, I , l e d  
IBCbB, [ . led H.Trop, Ned ID 
Professor  
Assoc ia te  Professor  I Bead 
Sen ior  Lec tu re r  
Lec tu re r  
Lec tu re r  
I 
Senior  Lec tu re r  
L e c t u r e r  
Sen ior  Lec tu re r  
Chief Techncian 
IINISTRP CP EEALTH 
MBChB, FRCP Government Consu l tan t  1 ,  Dr. C See i  
2 .  Dr, E Ddurba (SiLeave IPH] IBCLB, M.Hed (NUB] I 
2 ,  Dr, A Warbuya IBChB, H.Ied (HUK) I 
4. Dr, E Kigonya IBCbB, [ . led (IUK) I 
5 .  Hr. J Adrigue i s l l e a v e )  IBCbB, W.Med (WUK) 





































1.  i r ,  C H S d g c u a  
i. >r.  j i c  5parugaSh ( S I L !  
3 .  Dr. C K Mukasa 
4 ,  Dr. J S J i t t a  
5 ,  Dr, Kenya-hug isba 
6, Dr, C A Kararagi 
7 ,  Dr, J Y Arube-Vani 
8 ,  Dr, (Mrr) U McCrefor 
9 ,  Urs L Serunjogi 
10 Mr, J B Iivanuka 
11, Dr. S b igu l i  
1 2 ,  Dra C Ndeeti 
HINISTP! O F  REALTH 
1 .  Dr, G Z i rerbut i  
2 ,  Dr, D Tindgebwa 
3 .  Dr, Lataaha P 
4. Dr, 6 A Mvoroci 
5 ,  Dr, Oriokot 
6, Dr. 1 Kiboneka (Hs] 
7 .  Dr, A Kekitinwa (Hs) 
8 ,  Dr, G Buvule (Hr] 
9 ,  Dr. P Lvabi 
1, Prof,  J V Mugerva 
2 ,  Prof. D Ovor 
3 ,  Dr, Y B ~ r r u g r b r  
I Dr , V II Varukots 
5 ,  Dr, B D Vrbinga 
6 ,  Dr, I Odidr 
7 .  I r ,  D, Serpal r  ' 
8 ,  IR, Andrev Okvi 
H F C h B .  H.l!ed, DCH, DTH d B 
Ibinb.  H.Hed, Dip\Eutr i t  l 
M l C h B  ( B r i s t o l ]  H.Hed 
MBChB,  H,Med 
HBChE, Haled 
MBCbB, Maled 
Dip, BA(SVASA) DIP ( L A Y )  
U.Pbil, MPA 
Scberran 
a ,  sc 
HBChB, H,Hed 
MBChB, H.Hed 
Head & Asscc:a:t ? r : i ~ s s o r  









H . D  (AIDbi, H.Hed 
H B C h B ,  H,Hed 
UBChB, !,led, Ph,D 
H B C h B ,  KBMed 
HBChB, M.Hed, DTCB; c e r t  
0 Icon 
H B C h B  , I.Hed 
U B C b B ,  Maled 
UBChB, M,Hed 
UBChB, I.Ued 
Senior Covernrent C o ~ s u l t a n t  
I I n 
Coverareot Consultant 
Medical Off icerlSpecia1 Grade] 
DBPARTMBNT OF PATIIOLOC! 
LIS, !Dl DCP, D,Prth, Dern /P rcu l t~  of Medicine 
UBCbB, U D ,  (FOC Path] Proferror  
B.Sc,I,Sc,Pb,D (Burrn Genet) Senior Lecturer 
ID (JR] I!,Med Arsoci r te  Professor /bead 
UBCbB, U,Ued Cer Bpid Lecturer 
IBCLB, I,Ued k c t u r e r  - Cbieftechnicirn 
- Principal  tecbniciaa 
MINISTRY OF BBALTH 
1, Dr, J Nsereko-Uukasr IBCbB, U,Med Uedicrl Off icer lSpeci r l  Grade 
:, I,:, I:ua iecyee 
2 ,  K:, i!c;:-A;:x 
3 ,  Gr. E Ice$: 
4. Dr. b B Kasujja 
5. Ks, E Kavulukusi 
6, I r ,  Kakooko 
1 ,  Ir, Kavula 
8 ,  Olouo Otebs Martin 
9 ,  Kabogo Abbas 
10, Okecbo Juliet 
11. Prtd Stbisubi 
B.S:., U . S c , ,  Ph.D Associate Pr:fess:r 
B,Ptarfl, !!.Sc Senlo: Lecture: H e b d  
B.Phar~, P h + D  Lecturer 
B.Sc, P L O D  a 
B , P h a r ~ ,  H.Sc I 
B,Sc Dip(P1ant Tex)Part tile ' 




DEPARTIENT OP PBARKACOLOGY I TEBRAPEUTICS 
1 ,  Prof. Y U Anokbonfgo HD, K,Sc, Ph.D Professor i Head 
2 #  Dr. 1 Uauerere UBChB, U,Sc Senior Lecturer 
3 ,  Dr, C Okello U B C ~ B ,  LSC, PRCP Lecturer 
4, Dr, Y J Ogual-Okeng UBChB, U,Sc m 
5. Ir, B.Kusoke Chief Technician 
6. Wr. S 0 t h - O k e l l o  AIST Technician 
1 ,  Hr, S A Bbong A ~ s i s t a n t  Technician 
1, Dr. J U Y s l u ~ b e  
2 ,  Dr. J 1 Okullo 
3 ,  Dr. J N Kasolo 
4, Dr, 0 Nakiboneka Uazzi 
5 ,  Dr, K Bbuk 
6, Dr, G 0 Olvatr 
6, It. A B Ueyr 
7.  C U L u n g 8  
0 ,  Ur. ll H Okel 
UBChB, (HUI) I, Sc Lond 
UIAR(Chicrgo) Cert Nuc 
led (Uoscov) 
UBChB (UUI) U ,Sc(Lond) 
HBCbB (UUK] U,Sc[HUIl 
IBCbB, U,Sc(UUK) 
IBChB, l l S c  (IUI) 
U D - 








DBPARTUENT O P  PSYCEIATDY 
1 Dr, G Dvegellera LKS(BA) UBChB(BA] DPU 
H a P h i l  (Load] Asrociate Professor 
2 ,  Dr, B B L Ovugr UBChB U,Ued (HUH] Senior Lecturer/lead 
3 ,  Dr, G Nakasi UBCbB H.Hed (HUH) Senior Lecturer 
4, Dr, J Tu?u~isirize UBChB U,Ued (HUH) Lecturer 
i ,  Br0 H Kasozi 
2 .  Dr. Kigula Hugambe 
3 .  Dr, K G hauooga 
4 ,  I r ,  P P Ddungu Matcvu 
5 ,  Dr, D Iga-Uatovu 
6, Hr, Ausi tavuna 
1 .  Prof,  J C S s a l i  
2 ,  Prof,  A I Odcnga 
3 ,  Prof. J Sekabunga 
4 ,  Dr. I Kakande 
5 Mr. P G Omasva 
6, Mr. G R Nzarubara 
1 ,  Hr, S Kijjambu 
d o  I r ,  C Kayongr 
9, Urn D B Kugisa 
10 .  Ur, J B L Kateregga 
1 1 ,  U s ,  0 C Kobusingye 
HIHISTUP OF BBALTH 
1, Hr, C V S Irnya 
2 ,  Hr. J V H 1iryabvi.e 
1, Hr, L I taggva 
4 ,  I r a  A I Cakuaya 
5 ,  Mr. S Uutumba 
1 .  Hr, S taggva 
8, Us, D Birabva-Hale 
9 ,  I r ,  P I A Sundaj 
10,  Dr, A N Kiaalr  
11, Ur. B Moro 
12. Nr, I l u r r a t  
IS. i r .  U t i s r l u  
1 4 .  Ur, Dua~as i r rbo  
B A ( E A )  DiplHen:al Health) 
[Londl Dip(SUASA1 ( H U K l  
CQSU- (Load 1 Lecturer 
DEPARTHPNT OF RADIOLOGY 
K D  (Prance 1 ,  D,H,R.D(Lond) Associate Professoi  
IBCbB, I,Hed Senior Lecturer 
KBCbB I , I e d  LecturerlAg Bead 
B,Sc, U,Sc Lecturer 
UBChB, U,Ked Lecturer 





YBChB, I . I ed  














U , D  
K ,  D ,  (Greece) 
Pb,D 
l , D  
U ,  D 

























CHILD BEAllTB A N D  DBVBLOPLlENT CBNTRE 
1. Dr, (Krs) J Sinvogerere J i t t a  UBCbB I , l e d  Director 
2 ,  Ur. A K Kutuaba Adninis t ra t ive  Assietant 
1 .  Urs 3epclc:a k i a b a l i  U i N ,  NT, IS1  LectureriAg . Read 
2 ,  Hrs,  Jenimah Nary Hutabaaci  U R N I H ,  DNT, BSN, HSN lecturer 
3 ,  Hs Aiice Nkangi UBN/H,DMT, ISN Lec ture r  
DEAN'S OFFICE 
P r o f ,  [ Y Uugerue 
P r ~ i .  U U Anckbongfo 
!is, I 6 c l i h v a c i  
H:s H:lly Kaiacgcie 
!Is, Ho!,;:a I4 i a i ramicva  
a n ,  '5erica h ' a ~ s c e c i  
Ur. 5aoa: iei  Wcege 
Mr. Isiab Kancra 
Dean 
Assoc ia te  Dean 
Sen ior  A s s i s t a n t  R e g i s t r a r  
S e n i o r  Persona! S e c r e t a r y  
Personal  S e c r e t a r y  




CLINICAL EPIiEB!fiLOCP UNIT 
Dr, N Seuantaabo 
Hs, A S e b i t a  Zziwa 
P r c i ,  J C S s a l i  
Dr, J C Lule 
Or. Kecya Hufisna 
Br, J H Hugeua 
Dr, D O t e l l o  
Dr, C Karanagi 
i s .  Rosal ind Lubanga 
I s ,  C h r i s t i n e  Kushsira - S e c r e t a r j  
R U H A N  REPRODUCTIVE UNIT 
Prof .  F A Hniro 
Cr, F H Hireabe 
Hr Dan Bagenda - ( B i o s t a t i s t i c i a n )  
Hrs Jaseph ine  B i t a t u l e  [ B i o s h e r i s t l  
Fr:!. I Yzi:abe - B c c ,  5lrec:or 
, ; a - Hedical ' J f i l c e :  
. ., .:. . c r i c : : a ~  13:era - Hed;cal t f f ; c t :  
!I:, i Oirel - Chief Techn ic ian  
Hr, Cresent  Syaruhanga - Technician 
I r s .  Srace S e b a t t a  - A o ~ i s t h n t  Techn ic ian  
BDUCATION A N D  RESEARCH UNIT 
Wr, 1 R Yuwaaga - Adminis t ra to r  
Nr, D Cuwatudce - Research O f f i c e r  
Hr. J Kiffundu - F i n a n c i a l  Clerk 
l r s  Es ther  Gkoth - S e c r e t a r y  
Wr. Abrabat Kiberu - l a c h i n e  Opera to r  
Hr. Edward Eukulu - Driver  
Wr. S Serebe - Driver  
3UIKNE HZALTH CZNT32, 
PeOe BOX 107, 
LUGAZI. 
T\e Team L e a d e r  a n d  a11 n e a b e r s  o f  t \ e  
z e a l t h  S c i e q c e  Z e 5 a b i l i : a t i o n  "roiect 
z v a l u a t i o n  Commusion O f f i c i a l s  o f  t 5 e  
M e d i c a l  S c h o o l  y a k e r e r e ,  L a d i e s  a n 3  
Gent l e n e n ,  
1 I t h  A p r i l ,  ? 3?4* 
APPENDIX 3 
I t a k e  t h i s  o p p o r t u n i t y  on b e h a l f  o f  the Bea1:h s e c t r e  S t a f f s  and  
t h e  3 e s l t h  C e n t r e  Nanagement Con rn i t t e e  Members t o  warmly welcome you 
i n  au ikwe  H e a l t h  C e n t r e .  ? l e a s e  f e e l  a t  Borne. 
T h i s  i s  one  o f  t h e  30vernrnen t ' s  d e a l t h  U q i t s  i l  Hukono z i s t r i c t  
which r e n d e r s  c u r a t i v e ,  p r o m o t i v e  a n d  p r e v e n t i v e  h e a l t h  s e r v i c e s  t o  
i t s  c a t c h m e n t  p o p u l a t i o n  of  49,389 p e o p l e  by  1992 : { a t i o n s 1  p o p u l s t i o n  
censuc .  T h i s  c e n t y e  s t a r t e 3  wsg b a c k  i n  t h e  e a r l y  h O ' s e  
The H e a l t h  C e n t r e  i s  run  b y  t h e . M i n i s t r i e s  o f  x e s l t h  and  l o c a l  
Government r e s p e c t i v e l y  aqd of  r e c e n t  t h e  ; q e ? i c s l  Gsxtxa S c h o o l  9as 
come i n  ..vith t 9 e  i o r m n i t y  c l e r k i s \ i p .  
H3ALTH CEJTaE CAPACITY :- 
The H e a l t h  C e n t r e  h a s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  beds : -  
i )  1 4  X a t s r n i t y  b??s f o r  admission and  2 Labour  Scds .  
i i )  18 I n  P a t i e n t  a d m i s s i o n  b e d s  f o r  S u r g i c a l  a n 3  14e.!i:al c o n d i t i o n s  
Manageab le  a t  a  x e a l t h  C e n t r c ,  
i i i )  8 P a e d i s t r i c  a d m i s s i o n  5 9 3 s .  
N.9, Most o f  t \ e s e  b e d s  a r e  i n  a b a d  s t a t e .  
STWF STi?UCTU3E:- The p r o s e n t  S t a f f i n g a  s t a n z s  a s  f 0 i l o - q ~ .  
2 C l i n i c a l  O f f i c e r s  ( M e d i c a l  ~ s s i ~ t ~ ~ t ~ )  
3 E n r o l l e d  Midwives.  
1. E n r o l l e d  Nur se .  
1 P u b l i c  H e a l t h  D e n t a l  A s s i s t a n t .  
1 P u b l i c  H e a l t h  A s s i s t a n t .  
1 L e p r o s y  A s s i s t a n t .  
1 L a b o r a t o r y  A s s i s t a n t .  
I E n t o m o l o q i c a l  L s ~ o r a t o r y  Cr49rsy. 
, 8 N u r s i n g  Aids .  
1 S w e e p e r / P o r t e r .  
2 N i q h t  #&ch Men. 
TOTAL = 23. 
1 I ! l :  i:/e can n o t  accorno l,?t.? :fie nnrnber o f  jt3rfs tkrr 
we h n . r s  f o r c i n q  u s  t a  a : r o ~ o . i a t e  some s t a f f s  i n  t h e  meant t o  be  
7 ;c;x '"".' :' 
L 4 1ni,rSFO2'l: T r a n s p o r t  r e 3 n i n e  a b i g  problem. z e f  e w e ?  p 3 t i e c t  s 
- - 
o f  1!!!1ich m-~ny L ? e ~ = ? n i p s  csrl n o t  b ?  t r a n s p 9 " $ ~ ?  on 473t4 jven 
o u t  r e a c h  s c t i v i  ties l i k e  I m n u n ~ ~ s a t i o n ,  pro,c;rarn?lins . f i e13  s c  t i - ~ l  t i e s  
f o r  t $ e  F : e? i c s l  s t u l s n t s  3 9 4  s u ? e r v i s i ~ n  is d i f f i c a l t  because  t i e  
2 b i c y c l e s  we have can  hardly f u l f i l l  t+s abo-,ve a c t i v i t i e s .  
3. L:-itl-' C 1 :  T i e r e  i s  l a c k  of  s p a c e  f o -  *,'-.. f 3 l l o . o i n ~  a c ' , i v i t i e s ,  
i )  : , - . r l  t i l  3 e r v i c e s .  
17) Paqil:i Pl . lnnln,-  C l i n i c  room. 
I/, C O V ~ S U , ~  r m m .  
Thg above a c t i v g t i e a  a r e  c a r r i e d  o u t  .bu t  i n  poor  i n c o n v i ~ i c n c i ~ :  
rooms which is n o t  i d e a l  f o r  t h e  s t u d e n t s  l e a r n i n g .  
A 
r c  
4. DIiUGS SUPPLY: We c u r r e n t l y  r e o e i v e  4 Drug k i t s  b u t  i n  Comaason v i t k  
A . 
d e i l y  p a t i e q t  a t t e n d a n c e  i t s  q u i t e  inadequate .  I t  becomes cven compli-  
c a t e d  when s t ~ d e n t s  havs t o  go o u t  w i th  some dnugs for c a s e  Hanagav- 
e n t  w h i l e  c a r r y i n g  o u t  home v i s i t i n g s ,  fo l low up e t c .  a* 
5. LACK OF L I B P ~ :  The re  a r e  no books  f o r  Re fe rence  f o r  b o t h  t h e  s t a f f s  
and Medica l  S t u I s n t s .  
~ A T X R  SSOXTXSE: A31 t h e  e x i s t i n g  w a t e r  - tanks  l e a k  an3  y e t  t h e  n e a r e s t  
w a t e r  s o u r c e  i s  i n  a d i s t a n c e s  of  2.5 Km. r e n d e r i n g  a whole H e a l t h  
Un i t  with h a r l l y  ,any d rop  o f  water y e t  its one of t h e  ~ r i n c i p l e  r e q u i r e -  
ments  which hqs t o  b e  a v a i l a b l e  a t  sny  t i m e .  # 
J d S t  n s  y o u  7,vitnpsse3 imrnal ia te ly  you s e t  your s i g \ t  o? t ? ~  b 3 2 i l A -  
d 
i n ~ s  tL.9:; . 1 , ~ 0 - + 1 - 7  -nr?.? u ~ ~ r g ~  1 n a j o r  r - ' l ~ 4 i l i t 8 ~ t i o n  a?4 >er,ovati,on -- w 
(rio-ve-jar :'.mref t o  c c ~ e  ,sn? ? s r i ~ t  - u i e \ l  t ' le c-me :~ri:'i :;a G3aaunit:y1s 
A 
c o n t r i h a t i s n  o f  l > c a l l y  a v a i l a b l e  - l t , ? ~ i ? l s  .s\7i~+ t o 3 1  .?1?*:,-'1 3 : ' -  ?I:? i ?:: 
a t  t h e  site). 
1t was s e t  up i n  1990 as a  Government p r o p o a a l  t o  a l l o w  t h e  Community w-t. - 
t o  p a r t l y  a s s i s t  i n  t h e  day t o  day H e a l t h - r u n n i n g ,  Also  t o  a s s i s t  i n  
r\ b4Q 
c r e a t i n g  avenacs  t o  s o l v e  some of  t h e  problems o f  H/Unite which t h e  
h 
Government could  n o t  s o l v e  wholly* 
OUR HUMC OBJECTIVES - 
i )  S t a r t  up a  c o s t  s h a r i n g  on p a t i e n t s  a s  a n  Income G e n e r a t i n g  
A c t i v i t y .  
i i )  Suppl iment  on t h e  H/Centre S t a f f s  monthly incomes. 
i i i )  Suppl iment  .on t h e  E s s e n t a l  Drugs  we r e c e i v e .  
'C 
i v )  C o n s t r u c t  some s t a f f  Q u a r t e r s  t o  a c c o r n ~ ~ i a t e  8 S t a f f s ,  
T)  rent^ houses  f o r  S t a f f s *  
v i )  C o n s t r a c t  a  new b lock  t o  accomodate Fami ly  P lann ing*  minor t h e a t r e ,  
'. Drug S t o r e  and a c . IDl re l l i ng  roome . 
v i i i )  T r a n s p o r t  o f  S t a f f  w h i l e  on  O f f i c i a l  d u t i e e  i n  form of  f a r e e .  
i x )  P u t  up a new Labora tory  i h  b u i l t  room i n  t h e  o u t - P a t i e n t  ,. b u i l d i n g ,  
SUCCESSES: The above have been  a c h i e v e d  t o  some e x t e n t  w i t h  t h e  excep- 
t i o n  o f  No 's iv  and V s  which r e q u i r e  a t o t a l  t u n e  o f  ' ? m i l l i o n  s h i l l i n g s  . . 
(Uganda) t o  accomplbsh. 
We're p r a y i n g  f o r  w e l l  w i s h e r s  t o  cone  t o  o u r  r e s c u e *  
. _ ' %  COHMUNITY CLERKSHIP BY MJ3DICAL .'BF@lTS, ;i .;,': .;G.~~::, - p :  ,:,+.\k cc - ..,&,':- ,. . 
.,! . - . . . .  :'. . 3. / : , . . . .  . . ?  . . .  . ,*. , ; . . - ... e.;. ';.':.,C*r ,-. .., .... . ' &, - .  . < % . , '  . **-: , 0 . ?  
P r i o r  t 6  t h b  Medical '  . . 8c6001;.oemib~gLa . % . - .  .. . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ! p ; o ~ r a r n r n e  had2a i r ihd , '  been  
: . . . . . . . .. ,.,*;$$* ' . '  ,' , * 
s t a r t e d  w i t h  t h e  a e e i k t a a c q o f  P r e s e n t l y . i t  h a s t r a i n e d .  
- - . .  ... -... 
a )  78 Cornmunit$ H e a l t h  Workere, . .+ . . .  ,  . .  . .  ,. . . '3 
. . - - . . b) 76 T r a d i t i o n a l  B i r t h  At t endan t s .  
c )  5 F a c i l i t a t o r s .  
/ 
d) 145 H e a l t h  and w a t e r  Committees a t  v i l l a g e ,  P a r i s h  and Sub/ 
County l e v e l s  i n c l u d i n g  RCB e x e c u t i i e  ~ d m n i t t e e d  a t  t h e  kame l e v e l s .  
. ' .  
The f i r s t  b a t c h  o f  Medica l  o t u d e n t e  r e p o r t e d  i n  Februa ry ,  1992. 
S i n c e  t h p n  v a r i o u s  groups  do r e p o r t  a c c o r d i n g  ' t o  . t h e  o r g a n i s e r s  t ime  
t a b l e .  
-\ Sl;?l!lAli i 01; 'TIIE I I A S E L  I 51.; SURVEY C I l 1 2 R I  ED u l l T  RY 
Tl l ip '  I: \ '  1 \ ' l C 1 1 s  1'1'): P . . 1 R T S F I R S l I  I P Plto.1 F('T AT MPT:RERI+T 
..\ h n s c * l  i l l t i  S I I I - t r o y  t\':ls c - n r l -  i c s r l  c . t l l t .  i l l  t . 1 1 ~  F o u r  1 1 a 1 - i s I i c s  of Knnynnyn, i i n . r i ~ m p c  I I , 
h r ~ r n a n ~ t ~ o q n  :11lr! ~ I I I I ~ I . ~ I Y : ~ ~ .  ' I ' l lc \  st 1 ~ 1 y  ] I O J I I I  I :I I; io11  w e r e  1 1 r 1 1 1 s p h o  I r i s  w i t t 1 i 1 1  I . I I ~ ~  f l . t 1 1 1 +  
11:1r i s l 1 c . s  :!rlfl I . I I I *  c t l ) , j i . .c : l  i v c -  o f  1 . 1 1 ~  s t , r l t l y  \ ins  t,o $ t . n ~ r n t : c *  I ~ a s e l  i ne i.11 f c ) l . r n n  I. i 011 
n l l t ~ t l l  I I t , *  SI), i ~ ~ - ( i r ~ ~ + l o q r n l ~ l l  i I : ,  I I C I : ~ ~  t 11 status, I l ~ n l t . 1 1  1 1 r : ~ r c l s  n r l r l  h e n  I t l l  j t ~ - n l ~ l c * m s  o f  
1 . 1 1 ~  J I # o ~ ) !  I' IJ i I 11 i rl I It(:! l ' o l l  I. !In r . i  s l r e s .  T11c?  i t l f i > r m a l . i c > r ~  q e l~e~*n t . ed  w o u l c l  form n bas is 
for  i 11 I , ~ r v e l l t  i r ~ r ~  s r I ~ ~ I  I I*? if.-s i 11 I. I I P  ~rt!a, 
S l l m m : i r y  ol' 1.11r. I'i ntl in?!: 
1 . 1'11:-  111:1.ji1t.i ! y I I ~ '  I l t r t ~ s c ~ i l r ~ i t i  m c * m l ~ r r . s  ( 6 0 % )  , Ii(?re l ) e  lox t . l i e  : l g ~  of' 20 ! : rbi l t . s ,  
i I i i t  i I 1 I :  I I  r f d s iden  t.s i n  t 1 1  i s c n r n m ~ . ~ n i  t y arc. r e . L n t  i \ f ~ l y  yc.)ol.lg 
~ l : s o l t  I f b .  
I ,  . . . I I I  I i I I I I I I I n ~ i ~ n t l i c * l * s  ol' i 1 1 i ~  I l o t ~ s c ~ l ~ t )  l tls \ < i t s  s l ; r * r i c - t i  I CJ 1 111:) 
I I 1 1  I I ic.i,e is, c ? s ~ . t ( * ( . i : ~ . l  I y t . l l t* f '~rn;~lc  n ~ r ? n l l ~ l * t . s  of  I I I P  
i c o ~ i s ~ - I l o  i ~ l s .  .\ :; i , L I I  i I' I ~ . : L I I !  1 ) .  11 i g l l e * ~ '  I I I I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ I -  01 '  fc0m::l I t3s, i I I  1. I I P  sc:lloo.L-goi 11s 
: I ~ I -  W:IS :I i ~ f ~  t ' c1~111r l  1 0  11- 0 1 1 1  of s t : l t c ) c . ~ l  t I 1 a 1 1  ~ n t t - i c s .  111 :t i1 , 24% L I ~  I:11e 
c - i r i  1clr.c.11 i 1 1  1 i l c *  s ( . l l c ! o i  -go i n <  nge (5 -19  yerlrs o l c l )  14erc c u r r e n t l y  not 
. ? I '  t ctnc' i : i l l?;  ~ t . ] l c r : r  I . 
. Y i . n ~ t  !.-s i i 11: . r f .1 .1i  I. 1 1  I' t . 1 1 ~  I 1 0 1 1 s e h o 1 c I s  i l l  t l l ~  area r e p o 1 . t e c . l  to bc 1.ls.ir14 
l:i t I- i l ~ l ? ~  ('or f ' n e r - 3  i 11 i s j losal  . F i  f t y - s i s  percent  of' t l l r + s c  h n u s ( ? l ~ o l . r i s  nc?rcn 
s i 1 : i r  i 11% j :,I. 1.j  II;..S i1c.t ~ , I ~ I I  2 t o  as nliln.\. a s  15 I l o l r s c l ~ o l ( l . ; ,  nnd 16% of t l l c l >  
! : t t  I - ;  t~:,s t , r J r . l .  1 .11;;s  ~ ~ I ( \ I . I Y ~  ho ~ v 1 - y  tii r t y  $15 t 1 1 ~ i 1 1 e  a11d fatv-es 11:tr.I I I ~ + P I I  
I ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I X ;  i I of i  1 I I , ~  L:II ~ * I ' ; I ( - I >  fi?. t 1 1 p  1 a I ; r  i 11f:s. 
. T l ~ c *  m o 1 . l )  i r i  i l !. t*:ti;eas i l l  t 111' 1 1 0 1 i ~ ~ h o l d s  were ~*rlnt ivcI! :  high. 111 c h i  l t l ~ . e n  
I v ? i  ov I 1 1 ~ '  11;!.7~ I I ~ '  .-I y r ? n r . s ,  t h ~  ge11et-a1 morllidi t.y rnta was nbout 43%. T 1 1 e  
n ~ c t . r l :  c.clolqrt,!l r . r lm(l  l :I i 111 ,.; r c ~ j ~ c i r t e c l  wer.c8 l'avc~.s 2:!% (prol)d)l mnlat ' ia)  , co l t l ! ;  
~ 1 1 l r l  1 . c ~ t l g 1 1 i ;  I H4, 11 i :I t.~.l.lc~e*:tl d i s t t a w s  8%, and others. 
1 11 I l o l ~ s r ~ i t r :  l r l  1:~o1110c~~~ci a t .  I -ast. 5 ~ C I I I - H  i t  L d ,  t.he r o r b i c l  i t.y g c ? l l e r . n l  r n  tn uns 
: ~ l ~ r ~ l r t  27%. f " ~ ~ r n l ~ l : ~  i l l l . : ;  r c q l o l . C c ? < l  ranged f r o m  feverst dinrrlloenl diseases, 
a l t ~ l c : l m  i 11;1 l p;r i 11s t r ~  ok i 11 i t t t ' e * c t i o n s .  
t i .  TI!,. 1 1 1 . ~ r 1 1 1 1 r l .  i t111 c i f '  re11 i l r l r c r ~  b e l o r +  f i v e  gears, get t j n g  f111ly  i m m u n i s e r l  uas 
I ' c l t l r t c l  t o  ( I w ! I  :IS t l'lr. c l l i ' l d r e 1 1  grew o I c I ~ I * ,  sn t.hnt. less chi 1 t l t . c r 1  r i r c .  
i n 1 n l i ~ : l i  s11.i :I~-::I i !IS! cl isc.:\s~s i r n m ~ ~ t l  isable ::r all o lder  ago, e.g. m ~ a s l e ~ s .  T l l i  s 
i s ! : I  I I I  t ~ f t  I i l l .  I ' ~ > : I S ~ I I  w l l ?  t I I P  l,et.ct:~itn~r o f  c l ~  i 1d1.cn cly i l lq  1 ' t .onl  
.nll3:\!; i r.4 r l111I  t .-I n r 1 1 1 s  I;:IV ~ I * ~ I I . I I * ~  t'd J . i i s t i e s t .  amonqst c h i  ldl-rn (32% 1 .  . . ,.:? 
. . " " .' _ ' 
-,.< -,..: 
7 .  \ ! l i s t  I I ~ '  I ! I I -  \ . I ~ I I I I <  I : I . ( ~ C I I : I I ~ ~  \ i ( l l l l P I I  (HO%, \ i i l . . l l  a11 av(?raq(> nqc. 01' 111 y t i o r ' s i  
\ r l . l ' t 3  1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 : l  I I O ~  I 11 I l l ,  : I [  t e l l d i  I IS  HIIS  form ot' o n t e ~ ~ i r t n l  C R I - P .  1 1 1  most cUa:;es 
i 1 I . . : I ~  I I I P  i I. 1 . 1  1 . ~ 1  I I I * P ~ I I : I I I C : ~ .  
! i t . \  t.11 I \ ~ I > I . ! . I - I I  t o 1' I I I C .  older p r e q ~ l w i t .  women (u i t.11 a 1 1  nvrl.;lcc3 a%(. oL '  23 
y r i I 1 . s  o l ( 1  ) \ i t b l , c  1 1 s ;  1 1 4  Flu 1i1go Hospi teal for a n t , e ~ l a t n l  care. 
H .  1l1 , r ; I  I l o ~ ~ q r ~ l ~ n l r l  IIIA:III.; 11:ttI I l e a r . r l  of AIIIS (99X1,  n ~ l c l  most of t1lc.m k l l e \ i  n ~ c l s t  
of' I 1 1 , '  \ . : I?S (11' I lok I o :l\oir-i c o t l t r a c t i t l g  H 1 V .  I ~ o I J P \ ~ c * ~ ,  j t se~mq that I . I I ( ~ I . I *  
i \  c l ; ' l  :I h ~ ~ ~ ) r ; l c c l ~ o  ~ : I I )  R I ) O I I ~  how t l l c ?  H I V  V ~ ~ I I S  is t r a ~ ~ s m i t t , e d .  This  tias 
1 . .  i c l8*11r  19t l  11.1 t 1 1 ~ -  f' i I I ~ I  i I I ~  I llilt some ~10itseh0ld I I C B R ~ S  mentioned IIIOS~JII it of-.; 
( i Z . ) ,  \ I I : I I . ~ I I ~ :  t3:rl i l l <  \ ~ I r ! n s i I s  01. LoiIrts ( 6 % )  as means o f  t.rzlnsrnittiilg t i l l 3  
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